
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a cosmetics sales. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for cosmetics sales

Sales – Drives the planning and execution of sales events
Performance Standards – Consistently meets established performance
standards
Develop and execute a territorial coverage plan that provides an efficient and
productive coverage of all accounts and prospects
Acquire and maintain an in-depth knowledge of all accounts (with account
profiles on designated key accounts) working with, influencing and
establishing a business relationship with all recommenders and decision-
makers
Provide Sales management a weekly written activity report indicating call
results and other territorial activities such as competitive situations including
pricing
On a regular and frequent basis, attend customer new product project
requests and submit to the Tech Service Lab for development
Submit requests for need samples for customer
On a regular basis, communicate with sales and marketing management,
product managers and technical personnel to ensure the kind of support
needed to secure new business in the marketplace
Follow-up on samples submitted and technical assistance provided and
communicate with product managers immediately when additional support is
needed
Delivery of volume and account objectives through customer focused
strategies, planning and execution at retail
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A minimum of 10 years of successful business and B2B sales experience in the
Cosmetics or Chemical industry
A Bachelor Degree in Economics, scientific discipline, chemistry or similar
education
Excellent communication skills, experience in working both autonomously in a
team
Willing and able to travel to multiple customers throughout the assigned
territory
Individual must have basic computer, organizational and communication skills
Must have a minimum of 5 years prior retail sales experience in a high-end or
specialty retail store, cosmetics and fragrances preferred


